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There are three principles in... being and life: The principle of thought, the principle of speech, 
and the principle of action. The origin of all conflict between me and [all others]... is that I do 
not say what I mean and I don't do what I say. —Martin Buber 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
THREE WRITING  
ESSENTIALS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by Mary Campbell, Annagrammatica.com 

 
The person who has learned to write  

with candor, clarity, and pleasure  
can be a healer of the planet. 

 
 
IF YOU WANT TO 
 write joyfully and efficiently, and 

 create documents that are readable, informative, maybe even fun to read... and that support 

your organization’s brand 
 

...THERE ARE THREE ESSENTIALS: 
1. Love of writing 
2. Clarity 
3. Respect for the reader 
 

WRITING CREATES HOSTILITY 
...when the writers don’t enjoy writing 
...when the writing distances readers—through boredom, fear, intimidation, or obfuscation (lack 
of clarity) 
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WRITE FOR A BETTER WORLD 
 
Written language has the potential not only to build goodwill, promote understanding, and fa-
cilitate communication… but also to heal breaches planetwide and advance the cause of peace 
and prosperity. As the shadow side of that power, language can also be divisive, distancing, and 
inflammatory. 1 
 
When words are a call to arms, there is a price to pay, and not just in lost sales and disgruntled 
employees.2 Hostility in the air has social costs. 
 
It’s not an exaggeration to suggest that the person who has learned to write with candor, clar-
ity, and pleasure can be a healer of the planet. With more than four billion web pages at our fin-
gertips, language is ubiquitous.3 “Let peace begin with me” ceases to be an idealistic bit of fluff 
and becomes an inspiring possibility.  
 

When I confront a human being as my Thou and speak the basic word I-Thou to him, then he is no 
thing among things nor does he consist of things. He is no longer He or She, a dot in the world grid 
of space and time, nor a condition to be experienced and described, a loose bundle of named quali-
ties. Neighborless and seamless, he is Thou and fills the firmament. Not as if there were nothing but 
he; but everything else lives in his light. —Martin Buber  

 
 

THE HABIT OF HELPING 
 
For writers, the first habit to cultivate 
might well be curiosity, particularly 
when the question is “What can I do to 
serve you?” Do you know a better way 
to begin or invigorate a relationship 
than to hold in thought the question 
“How can I make your life better?” 
 
Let’s set aside for now the distinctions 
among types of relationships—per-
sonal, social, familial, business, profes-
sional, and any others that are based 
on roles. The Golden Rule doesn’t stip-
ulate status, age, or gender. It doesn’t 
counsel us to “do unto other English-
speaking American males above the 
age of 10 as you would have other 

English-speaking American males above the age of 10 do unto you.” 
 

                                                 
1  “In an atmosphere of suspicion… we may … become unduly cautious in our communication.” J. William Pfeiffer, 

Conditions That Hinder Effective Communication, 1998; http://home.snu.edu/~jsmith/library/body/v06.pdf, ac-
cessed July 28, 2012 

2  Studies consistently show that “human happiness has large and positive... effects on productivity. Positive emo-
tions appear to invigorate human beings.”  
http://www.fastcompany.com/3048751/the-future-of-work/happy-employees-are-12-more-productive-at-work 

3  http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/ 

Now where is my coffee? 

http://home.snu.edu/~jsmith/library/body/v06.pdf
http://www.fastcompany.com/3048751/the-future-of-work/happy-employees-are-12-more-productive-at-work
http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/
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And we are, after all, talking about habits, which are so much easier to form if the behavior al-
ways applies. I recently overheard a discussion about whether you should use your turn signal if 
you’re in a left-turn-only lane. I mean, really. It’s not exactly a hardship to press down on that lit-
tle lever. Do you honestly want to have to decide whether or not to use the turn signal every 
time it might be helpful, based on the lane you’re in or, perhaps, the presence of pedestrians in 
the crosswalk? 
 
Seek to serve. Cultivate the habit of helping all the time. It will magically improve your writing, 
even if you do nothing else. 
 

WHY SMART PEOPLE DON’T WRITE WELL 
 
In over forty years as a writer, editor, and instructor, I’ve worked with men and women in the 
public and private sectors; small, midsize, and large companies; federal agencies and public uni-
versities; and a score of industries and professions, from architecture and broadcasting to sci-
ence and technology. I’m still not sure why many intelligent, articulate people—strong leaders 
who are brilliant in their fields—communicate so clumsily in writing. I have a few theories, how-
ever. 
 

Each industry and profession has its pecu-
liar jargon, some of which is necessary—it’s 
the language that colleagues and clients 
understand. But that doesn’t explain why 
media releases, annual reports, newsletters, 
and even advertisements are unfriendly 
and offputting, often in direct contrast to 
branding efforts meant to portray an organ-
ization as warm, caring, and trustworthy. 
 
Smart people sometimes defend their poor 
writing by saying that they were too busy 
becoming experts in their particular disci-
plines to learn the discipline of writing. But 
if that were really the problem, these smart 
people would also be mute, rendered una-
ble to speak by the same preoccupation.  
 
Nonwriters naturally make mistakes in 

grammar, syntax, spelling, and punctua-
tion—the mechanics of writing. That’s why God made editors. But when writing fails to com-
municate, the cause goes deeper. It might signify 

 lack of focus; disorganization. When writers aren’t sure what they mean to say, they lose 
sight of the document’s purpose and message. See Essential Number 2, Clarity. 

 lack of concern for the audience—readers or listeners—who, for one reason or another, are 
being deceived or misled. See Essential Number 3, Respect. 

 
I can’t help the writer who has no message or whose motive in writing is something other than 
to serve (inform, inspire, comfort, or entertain) readers. Fortunately, about eighty percent of the 
time, the problem with poor writing is one I can solve: 
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LACK OF ENJOYMENT—WRITERS WHO DON’T LIKE TO WRITE 
 
Many uninspired writers believe that writing is fundamentally different from speaking. One of 
the most strikingly intelligent people I’ve had the pleasure to know—an architect with a warm 
manner and a ready wit—goes into an altered state when he has to write something. One mi-
nute we’re talking, the next minute we’re disintermediating, and it’s all downhill from there. 
Whatever the topic, it inevitably involves harnessing relevant data, addressing critical elements, 
strategizing broad-based solutions, and optimizing tailored interactions. 
 
I’ve wondered if there's a virus—maybe originating in Washington, D. C.—carried by a mosquito 
that flies around offices looking for people who are about to write something. Maybe these peo-
ple release an enzyme that makes the mosquito think “Dessert!” The virus’s telltale symptom is a 
writing style that you’d expect from someone who was raised by a pack of patent attorneys. No 
one, as far as I know, has died from this virus. In any case, I’ve developed a remarkably effective 
cure, which I’ll administer throughout this handbook. Meanwhile... 
 

WHY WAIT? 
 
If you want to start writing better right now, take these simple steps: 
1. Decide how you want to serve your audience. 
2. Decide what you want to say. You can make an outline if you want, although it might actu-

ally be a delay tactic that will sabotage your progress. 
3. Have fun writing your first draft. Play with the language. Use interesting words and colorful 

phrases. Do NOT edit as you go.4 Just write what you want to say. 
4. Start reading the work of writers you admire. You don’t need to study it; just read a lot of it. 

Their style will rub off on you with no effort on your part.  
 

Every person born into the world represents something new, something that never existed before, 
something original and unique.... If there had been someone like her in the world, there would 
have been no need for her to be born. —Martin Buber as quoted in Narrative Means for Sober Ends, 
by Jon Diamond, p.78 

 
 
Martin Buber (1878-1965) was a prominent twentieth-century philosopher, religious thinker, 
political activist and educator. Born in Austria, he spent most of his life in Germany and Israel, 
writing in German and Hebrew. He is best known for his 1923 book, Ich und Du (I and Thou), 
which distinguishes between Thou and I modes of existence.... Buber characterizes Thou rela-
tions as dialogical and I relations as monological. In his 1929 essay “Dialogue,” Buber explains 
that monologue is not just a turning away from the other but also a turning back on one-
self.... To perceive the other as an it is to take them as a classified and hence predictable and 
manipulable object that exists only as a part of one's own experiences. In contrast, in an I  re-
lation both participants exist as polarities of relation, whose center lies in the between. —
Source: Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

                                                 
4  It’s said that writing and editing are antagonistic processes using different parts of the brain. Whether or not 

that’s true, stopping to analyze your output interrupts the creative flow. Write now, edit later. 

http://www.iep.utm.edu/buber/#SH2b

